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ABSTRACT

In vertebrates, the 7SK RNA forms the scaffold of
a complex, which regulates transcription pausing of
RNA-polymerase II. By binding to the HEXIM protein,
the complex comprising proteins LARP7 and MePCE
captures the positive transcription elongation fac-
tor P-TEFb and prevents phosphorylation of paus-
ing factors. The HEXIM-binding site embedded in the
5′-hairpin of 7SK (HP1) encompasses a short sig-
nature sequence, a GAUC repeat framed by single-
stranded uridines. The present crystal structure of
HP1 shows a remarkably straight helical stack in-
volving several unexpected triples formed at a central
region. Surprisingly, two uridines of the signature se-
quence make triple interactions in the major groove
of the (GAUC)2. The third uridine is turned outwards
or inward, wedging between the other uridines, thus
filling the major groove. A molecular dynamics sim-
ulation indicates that these two conformations of
the signature sequence represent stable alternatives.
Analyses of the interaction with the HEXIM protein
confirm the importance of the triple interactions
at the signature sequence. Altogether, the present
structural analysis of 7SK HP1 highlights an original
mechanism of swapping bases, which could repre-
sent a possible ‘7SK signature’ and provides new in-

sight into the functional importance of the plasticity
of RNA.

INTRODUCTION

In the nucleus of higher eukaryotes, the non-coding RNA
7SK participates in the regulation of transcription by RNA-
polymerase II (1–3). It assists in capturing the positive tran-
scription elongation factor P-TEFb, inhibits its kinase ac-
tivity and thereby prevents P-TEFb’s function, which is to
alleviate transcription pauses (4,5). This requires binding
to a protein, HEXIM, (HEXIM1, or the minor HEXIM2
in human, which seem to behave similarly with respect to
RNA-binding) which in turn binds the cyclin moiety of P-
TEFb (6,7). Since P-TEFb is the cellular factor hijacked by
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to enhance its tran-
scription, 7SK is indirectly linked to the transcription of
HIV RNA by monitoring P-TEFb availability (8).

The 7SK RNA belongs to the 7SKsnRNP core parti-
cle, together with proteins LARP7 and MePCE, which con-
tribute to its protection against nucleases and its packing
into a functional molecule (9–12). Alternative models of the
secondary structure of 7SK have been described in the liter-
ature. A fold into four domains was proposed after probing
the accessibility of the nucleotides of 7SK extracted from
human cells (13). Another 2D structure (Figure 1B) was
based on the analysis of about a hundred 7SK sequences
spanning vertebrates, fly and mollusk species (14). It simi-
larly contains a limited number of domains and linkers, but
is closed through base-pairing of conserved sequences. The
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Figure 1. The HP1 5′ domain of 7SK. (A) Sequence of the 5′-hairpin
(HP1) studied in the present structural work. In red, sequence changes
made to facilitate production by enzymatic synthesis while keeping the
base-pairing scheme (A25G, C26G, G85C, U86C) or crystallization (loop
reduction from the original 11 nucleotides to a tetraloop UUCG). (B) Lo-
calization of HP1 (squared) in the full-length 7SK model. The 7SK-motif
is shown in red. (C and D) HEXIM-binding assays. (C) Native gel show-
ing the complexes (band noted X) formed by titration with HEXIM of the
wild-type RNA HP1 (WT) or after loop reduction to UUCG or GAAA
(free RNA band noted R). (D) Binding curves from (C) data.

closure was recently proposed to be facilitated by LARP7
and thus impact 7SKsnRNP assembly (15). The most con-
served domains of the 7SK RNA are the 5′- and the 3′-
hairpins, present in the two 2D structures (16). Both were
shown to participate in the function of 7SK (17). The 3′-
hairpin (HP4; 300–331 in human 7SK) was identified as in-
volved in P-TEFb inhibition (17,18) and recently shown to
contribute to LARP7 binding (15,18). The 5′-hairpin (HP1;
residues 24–87 in human) was shown to be essential for
HEXIM recognition (17,19). It is also able to bind the HIV
trans-activator protein Tat (20) which in HIV-infected cells,
recruits P-TEFb after anchoring to the TAR domain of
the early transcript (21). Both Tat and HEXIM thus bind
the cyclin T1 moiety of P-TEFb following interaction with
RNA. A major difference is that the HEXIM proteins are
dimeric. The dimer interface encompasses a long helix at
the C-terminal third of the sequence, which forms an inter-
strand coiled-coil (22,23). Apart from this domain, HEXIM
is an intrinsically disordered protein (24).

The HP1 5′-hairpin comprises a strictly conserved se-
quence signature, a GAUC repeat framed by single-
stranded nucleotides, uridines in most sequences (Figure
1B). Several studies by the group of P. Stadler showed that
in a gene with a Polymerase III promoter and terminat-
ing by poly-thymidine two GAUC sequences separated by a
linker of sufficient length to make a hairpin, is a key feature
that characterizes 7SK (14,16,25). It is thus named the 7SK-
motif in the following text. In a previous study, we showed
that the (GAUC)2 forms a short helix of four base-pairs

(26). It was identified as belonging to the HEXIM bind-
ing site by monitoring in an NMR experiment the spectral
perturbations of the imino-proton signals upon titration
with a peptide comprising the RNA-binding sequence of
HEXIM proteins. This sequence, an Arginine-Rich Motif
(ARM), is the same for HEXIM1 and the minor HEXIM2,
and similar to that of Tat (27). We further identified the
bulged uridines, together with the (GAUC)2, as specifi-
cally required for HEXIM-binding by a mutational analy-
sis monitored by binding assays with the full-length protein
(26).

The 7SK-motif is intriguing since it is very small yet
nonetheless characterizes 7SK. Moreover, although it is a
symmetrical sequence, it binds only one ARM-motif of a
HEXIM dimer (26,28). What the second ARM does is still
an open issue, but it probably has consequences on the func-
tional mechanism converting HEXIM into a P-TEFb in-
hibitor (28). It is expected that this mechanism relies on con-
formational changes of 7SK upon HEXIM binding (29),
thus making the highly flexible and modular nature of the
7SK RNA a functional requirement. Interestingly, some of
the molecular flexibility may also be expected in the 5′-
domain, which encompasses bulges and internal loops in
all 7SK sequences (16,25). Hairpin flexibility was shown to
be involved in Tat binding, although another RNA hairpin
was considered in that study (30).

In order to uncover the structural characteristics of the
7SK-motif, and with the hope of better understanding its
recognition by HEXIM, we launched a structural investi-
gation of the 5′-domain of 7SK. We present here a crystal-
lographic investigation of the structure of the 5′-hairpin of
7SK, HP1, modified at the apical loop to facilitate crystal
formation. This 57-mer RNA forms a surprisingly straight
and compact helical stack with most of the un-paired bases
interacting inside the helix. In particular, two un-paired
uridines of the 7SK signature fill the groove formed by the
(GAUC)2 short helix. However, the structure is flexible, as
indicated by the observation of two conformations at the
7SK-motif, with a third uridine either flipped in or out of
the molecule. This conformational variability was further
investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. It in-
dicated that the two conformations represent stable alterna-
tives. To further analyze how the structural elements high-
lighted in the crystal structure impact HEXIM-binding, we
performed interaction assays with a series of mutants. These
highlighted the importance of the nucleotides framing the
(GAUC)2 motif, with a major contribution of the uridine
on the 5′-side of the strand (U40 in human) to recognition
by HEXIM. Altogether, the structure of 7SK HP1 provides
new insight into the functional importance of the plasticity
of RNA molecules.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The RNA was produced by in vitro transcription with T7
polymerase from a PCR-generated template, purified by de-
naturing gel-electrophoresis followed by ion exchange chro-
matography and stored in a buffer containing 10 mM Na
cacodylate, 2 mM MgCl2 and 0.25 mM EDTA. Monoclinic
crystals grew at 4◦C in 30% polyethylene glycol PEG 1000,
50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 to 75 mM NaCl, 50 mM MgCl2.
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The mutational analysis was performed as described previ-
ously (26). Data sets were collected from the native crystals
and crystals soaked for several hours either with osmium
hexamine (2 mM) or with gold (KAu[III]Cl4, 10 mM) in a
solution containing 40% PEG 1000 prior to flash-freezing.
The structure was solved by molecular replacement using
PHASER with a model built using RNAcomposer (31) and
the Au-derived crystal data set, exploiting the approach de-
scribed by Robertson et al. (2010) (32). After refinement
with BUSTER (33), the model at 2.3 Å resolution was used
to phase the native crystals and osmium-derived crystals, to
give three structures, as summarized in Table 1. The molec-
ular dynamics simulation was performed with the Amber
force field (34) in a neutral system comprising potassium
and sodium ions. More experimental details are provided
as Supplementary Text.

RESULTS

The crystallized RNA domain

The HP1 domain (boundaries 24–87) used in the structural
work (Figure 1A and B) corresponds to the largest domain
common to the two published secondary structures of 7SK
(13,14). It was previously shown to fold as a hairpin in the
same way as in the full-length 7SK context, and to be suffi-
cient to bind one HEXIM dimer (19,26,28,35).

No crystal was ever obtained with the wild-type hair-
pin comprising an apical loop of 11 nucleotides. Since this
loop is not conserved across species, neither in length or se-
quence, we exchanged it with a small tetraloop of sequence
UUCG, known to fold as a tight stable structure (36–38).
The mutant hairpin binds HEXIM with a similar affinity as
the wild-type, as shown by electrophoretic mobility shift as-
says (Figure 1C and D). The shortening of the loop favored
formation of monoclinic crystals, which appeared weeks af-
ter the crystallization tray was set-up. The crystals used for
the structure determination were soaked with osmium or
gold salts, but the structure was finally solved by the molec-
ular replacement method since the very low derivation with
these salts did not allow exploiting these data sets by the
SAD or SIRAS methods. The molecular replacement was
achieved using a model constructed with RNAcomposer
(31) and the data from the crystal soaked with the osmium
salt. The native structure was obtained by phasing the non-
isomorphous native data (from crystals obtained in an ear-
lier stage of the project) with the Os model. Altogether, we
obtained three independent models at 2.2–2.3 Å resolution
(Table 1).

General description of the crystal structures

The RNA molecule is composed of four regions (Figure
2A): the stem (24–33 and 78–87) comprises 10 base-pairs in
a stack including three UoG pairs; the central region (34–
39 and 68–77) contains one internal loop (34, 75–77) and a
bulge (71–72) framed by two stacks of two C-G base-pairs;
the 7SK-motif (40–45 and 63–67) comprises four base-pairs
and the bulged uridines; the apical region comprises a stem
of three C-G base-pairs and the tetraloop UUCG.

All crystals contain two molecules (A and B) in the asym-
metric unit, leading to a redundant determination of six

Figure 2. Global view of the molecule highlighting the conformation vari-
ability. (A) Sequence of HP1 showing the four regions and highlighting
the bulged nucleotides (triangles) forming triple interactions in the helical
stack (blue triangle turned inwards) or facing the solvent (triangle out-
wards) with U41 (magenta), U72 (green) and U76 (orange). Green dot-
ted lines connect the bulged residues with their coplanar base-pairs. (B)
Molecule B (grey sticks) in the Au-map contoured at 1.0 �. (C) Superpo-
sition of several molecules (molecule A from Au-, Os- and native maps)
showing position variation at U72 or U41. (D) Conformation OUT, as
observed in molecule A of Au-map. (E) Conformation IN, as observed in
molecule A of Au-map.

RNA structures, which are globally similar (average rmsd =
0.89 Å). However, the structures from the Au and Os data
sets differ slightly from that obtained from the native crys-
tals (rmsd 1.35 and 1.23 Å, respectively, for the A molecules,
rmsd = 0.38 Å between molecules B of the Au and Os struc-
tures).

The global structure (Figure 2B) confirms the 2D base-
pairing scheme shown in Figure 1A. It is surprisingly
straight, with the four domains piled up in a stack. Of the
nine nucleotides represented as bulges in the topology dia-
gram, six are turned inside the helical stack in the crystal
structure and form ‘triple’ interactions with base-pairs. In-
terestingly, these interactions often involve an unexpectedly
distant base-pair. This is summarized by green dotted lines
in Figure 2A and will be detailed below. As a consequence,
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Table 1.

Data collection statistics Native Osmium Gold

Diffraction Source ESRF BM30 Soleil Proxima 1 Soleil Proxima 1
Wavelength (Å) 0.9797 1.13956 1.04014
Temperature (K) 100 100 100
Detector ADSC 315 ADSC 315r ADSC 315r
Crystal-to detector distance (mm) 395.365 318.00 354.464
Rotation range per image (◦) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total rotation range (◦) 180 180 370
Exposure time per image (s) 60 0.5 0.5
Space group P21 P21 P21
a, b, c (Å) 45.79, 47.78, 68.67 47.26, 47.87, 69.15 47.32, 47.83, 69.23
α, β, γ (◦) 90, 99.05, 90 90, 105.24, 90 90, 105.54, 90
Mosaicity (◦) 0.256 0.167 0.187
Resolution range (Å) 30–2.20 (2.33–2.20) 50–2.35 (2.41–2.35) 50–2.32 (2.38–2.32)
Total No. of reflections 44 738 (2945) 41 939 (1943) 92 102 (4122)
No. of unique reflections 13 144 (1235) 22 741 (1368) 23 716 (1157)
Completeness (%) 87.3 (52.0) 93.4 (75.3) 93.7 (61.9)
Multiplicity 3.4 (2.38) 1.8 (1.42) 3.9 (3.56)
{I/σ (I)} 18.57 (0.97) 7.37 (1.30) 9.4 (1.12)
CC1/2 99.9 (42.5) 99.5 (77.4) 99.8 (46.9)
Rmerge

1 (%) 3.9 (93.9) 6.2 (45.8) 9.8 (132.7)
Rr.i.m.

2 (%) 4.6 (122.3) 8.3 (64.4) 11.3 (154.6
Over all B factor from Wilson plot
(Å2)

59.76 54.47 54.98

Refinement statistics
Reflections used in refinement 13 139 12 950.00 12 303.00
Reflections used for R-free 553 532.00 491.00
Rwork

3 (%) 19.24 20.27 18.63
Rfree

4 (%) 23.77 23.4 22.61
Number of non-hydrogen atoms
RNA 2683 2660.00 2751.00
Ion 4 9.00 4.00
Water 230 242.00 184.00
R.m.s. Deviations
Bonds (Å) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Angles (◦) 0.79 0.93 0.83
Average B factors (Å2) 58.6 59.17 59.41
RNA 58.91 59.38 59.8
Ion 63.04 88.36 62.79
Water 55.48 51.63 47.76

1Rmerge = �hkl �i |Ii(hkl) – {I(hkl)}| / �hkl �iIi(hkl).
2Rr.i.m. = redundancy independent merging R factor.
3Rwork = �hkl ||Fobs | - |Fcalc || / �hkl |Fobs |.
4Rfree = �hkl ||Fobs | - |Fcalc || / �hkl |Fobs | calculated using a random set containing 5% of the reflections that were not included throughout refinement.
5The precentage of residues in Ramachandran plot areas were determined using PROCHECK.

the structure has a length similar to a model molecule with-
out bulges or internal loops (Supplementary Figure S1).

The structure is however quite different from a stan-
dard helix. The un-paired nucleotides induce a twist, which
strongly impacts the orientation of the 7SK-motif. When
the basal stem regions of the HP1-RNA and a standard he-
lix are superimposed, the (GAUC)2 are found at a similar
distance from the end, but are located on opposite sides, as
shown in Supplementary Figure S1A.

The structures vary essentially at position U41

All six structures show extruded bases. In the central region,
U72 and U76 face the solvent, where they occupy various
positions (Figure 2C). Base U41 is also extruded in most
structures but can be found turned into the helical stack
(Figure 2C, Supplementary Figure S2A). This variation is
drastically different from the conformational flexibility ob-
served in bases U72 and U76, which occupy a more con-

tinuous range of positions (Figure 2C, Supplementary Fig-
ure S2B). In the following text, the conformation with U41
flipped out, shown in Figure 2D is named OUT, and the
other IN, with the base stacked in the helix (Figure 2E).
The IN conformation is observed as an alternate confor-
mation with an estimated occupancy of 50% in molecules
A in both Os- and Au-derived crystals. The electronic den-
sity shows clearly two alternate positions for the phosphate
group (Supplementary Figure S3A). The situation is exactly
the same in the two maps obtained from the Au and Os
data sets. Observation of two alternate conformations rules
out the hypothesis that the IN conformation could be con-
strained by the crystal environment. For the extruded con-
formation, base U41 can be found either wedged into the
minor groove of a symmetry-related molecule (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1B), or free in the solvent, due to the different
environment of the native crystal. The two conformations
thus seem to reflect a flexibility of this part of the molecule,
which interestingly is located at the 7SK-motif.
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Figure 3. The uridines at the 7SK motif. The (GAUC) repeat and uridines
U40 (cyan), U41 (magenta) and U63 (orange). (A) Axial view of conforma-
tion OUT in molecule A (Os-map). The black arrow represents the helical
axis and shows the direction of the apical loop. (B) Same view for confor-
mation IN. (C) Perpendicular view for conformation OUT. (D) Perpendic-
ular view for conformation IN. H-bonds of the Hoogsteen base-pair are
indicated with dotted lines.

Uridines swap positions at the 7SK-motif

The 7SK-motif comprises four base-pairs (G42-A43-U44-
C45 paired with G64-A65-U66-C67) and three uridines
(U40-U41 on one strand and U63 on the other strand).
Uridines U40 and U63 are nested into the major groove of
the regular helix formed by the four base-pairs (GAUC)2.
The uridine on the apical side of the 7SK-motif, U63 (in or-
ange in Figure 3) binds at the level of base-pair G42-C67,
and forms a trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen pair with G42.
The imino proton of U63 contributes a H-bond (2.9 Å) with
the carbonyl group of G42. Another, more distant, H-bond
is possibly made between the O2 oxygen of U63 and the
amino group of the base C67 (3.4 Å). In the OUT confor-
mation, U40 lies at the level of base-pair A43-U66 of the
(GAUC)2 motif, and interacts with the Hoogsteen face of
the adenine (Figure 3A and C). In the IN conformation,
U41 occupies this position and makes the same cis Watson–
Crick/Hoogsteen interaction (Figure 3D). This induces a
displacement of U40 toward the apex of the molecule, at the
level of the C45-G64 base-pair, where it is then involved in a
trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen pair with G64 (Figure 3B).
This corresponds to a change of register of two steps in the
helical stack. Apart from the exchange of position of U40
and U41, only a few changes are observed for the (GAUC)2
helix and uridine 63 (Supplementary Figure S2). The rmsd
between the two conformations is 0.68 Å for U63 and less
than 0.3 Å for the AUC sequence. It is slightly higher for
guanines G42 and G64 with rmsd values of 1.02 and 0.62
Å, respectively. Interestingly, in the Au-soaked crystal, a low
occupancy gold ion is observed at the level of C45-G64, at
the position occupied by base U40 in the IN alternate con-
formation.

Figure 4. The central region. (A) Global view of the central region (from
native-map, molecule B), with single-stranded nucleotides A34 (anis), C71
(green), U72 (dark green), C75 (pink), U76 (yellow) and A77 (blue) in
stick, showing the magnesium site (Mg, green sphere) surrounded by water
molecules (red spheres). (B) Same view turned 90◦ about the helical axis.
(C) Details of C71 interaction with base-pair G74-C35 (green). Dotted
lines indicate H-bond, in red if protonation is required. (D) Top view of the
triples on either sides of the CUA internal loop involving C71, with G74-
C35 (green) and C75, with G78-C33 (pink). (E) Stereo view of the CUA
internal loop showing C75 interaction with base-pair G78-C33 (pink) and
A77 interaction with base-pair G31-C80 (blue). The intervening base-pair
in thin lines is U32oG79.

Nucleotide A34 from the central region comes to lie near the
7SK-motif

The nucleotide A34 of the 5′ strand of the internal loop
lies between the 7SK-motif and the central region (Figure
4A and C). It inserts into the major groove, in the plane of
base-pair G69-C38, resulting in a A34/G69 trans Watson–
Crick/Hoogsteen interaction. The amino group of A34 es-
tablishes a H-bond with N7 of G69. This special position
suggests that A34 could monitor the relative orientation of
the blocks formed by the 7SK-motif on one side and the
central region on the other. The major groove width is quite
small at this level, with a distance of 3.1 Å across the groove,
as compared with the typical 4.5 Å. The groove width was
obtained with Curves+ (39) and represents the minimal dis-
tance between the backbone spline curves passing through
the phosphorus atoms.

The central region

The apical part of the central region comprises a bulge of
two unpaired nucleotides (C71-U72), among which only
U72 is extruded (Figure 4A). C71 is packed in the ma-
jor groove of the helix, where it makes a cis Watson–
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Crick/Hoogsteen interaction with the G74 of the C35-G74
base-pair (Figure 4A and CB). One H-bond is formed with
a distance of 2.9 Å, between the amino group of C71 and
the carbonyl of G74. Another short distance (2.7 Å) is ob-
served between C71(N3) and G74(N7) atoms, but forma-
tion of an H-bond requires one nitrogen to be protonated.
The insertion of C71 coincides with a widening of the ma-
jor groove and enlargement of the helix diameter. Interest-
ingly, a magnesium ion was found in the vicinity. It is lo-
cated in the groove, between bases A34 and C71 (Figure 4A
and B). This was observed in molecules B of all three crys-
tals. In the native A molecule, density was also present, but
more distorted. It was attributed to a sodium ion, on the ba-
sis of larger distances with the coordinated water molecules
(around 2.6 Å compared with 2.0 Å for magnesium).

The lower part of the central region comprises nu-
cleotides C75, U76 and A77. While in the sequence, these
nucleotides form an internal loop with A34, they behave
as a bulge of three in the structure (Figure 4B). Only U76
is extruded. The two other nucleotides pack inside the he-
lix and interact with base-pairs in the stack (Figure 4E).
Nucleotide C75 interacts with base-pair C33-G78. The dis-
tance (2.8 Å) and angle between the cytidine C75 amino
group and the guanine carbonyl group are compatible with
H-bond formation. As in the case of C71, a short distance
(2.7 Å) is observed with N7 of the guanine, suggesting for-
mation of a C+G Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen pair (40). This
requires the cytidine to be protonated at the N3 position.
Similar cases have been observed in RNA structures (41),
and their importance in RNA folding was stressed (42).
The single-stranded adenine A77 lies between the planes of
the G31-C80 and U32-G79 base-pairs. It is stabilized by an
interaction of its Watson–Crick edge with the Hoogsteen
side of G31, with one H-bond formed between its amino
group and the N7 nitrogen of G31 (Figure 4D). A distance
of 2.7 Å is also observed between the N1 nitrogen atom
of A77 and the O6 carbonyl of G31, suggesting the for-
mation of a second H-bond. Such an interaction suggests
protonation of the adenine (42). The same situation was
observed in the core of yeast tRNAAsp (43). The observa-
tion of protonated bases stabilizing triple interaction was
a surprise, since the crystals were grown in neutral condi-
tions at pH 7.5. However, crystals grew after several weeks,
and the polyethylene glycol used as precipitant is known
to acidify upon ageing (44) (https://hamptonresearch.com/
documents/growth 101/27.pdf). Together with the forma-
tion of two triples, the CUA bulge introduces a surprising
twist in the hairpin. This is materialized in Figure 4D, show-
ing that the base-pairs on either sides of the bulge, G74-C35
and C-33-G78, are almost perpendicular. This figure also
highlights the symmetry of the central region, in particular
the position of bases C71 and C75. On the whole, C71 from
the bulge and C75 and A77 from the internal loop form a re-
markable stack of triple interactions stabilized by protona-
tion, as schematized in Figure 1A and Supplementary Fig-
ure S5. The three triples lock the central region into a tight
structure comprising a magnesium ion and introduce a tight
twist of the helix.

The stem below the central region contains three UoG
base-pairs. They show typical geometries with high shear

values and weak stacking interaction with the following
base-pair (45,46).

Global information from the MD simulation analysis

The observation of U41 alternating between OUT and IN
positions the helical stack, as well as the straightness of he-
lix prompted us to launch an MD simulation to analyze if
this reflects the molecular plasticity of this RNA, or was due
to some influence of the crystal environment. The MD sim-
ulation was performed in a classical fashion using the latest
AMBER force field, including all atoms and solvent with
magnesium and sodium ions. Two MD simulations were
performed in parallel, starting either from structures OUT
or IN from the Os crystals. After a first minimization step,
dynamics simulation was performed for 80 ns, a time-lapse
that allows the evaluation of the stability of the experimen-
tal structures. The two structures appeared to be globally
stable, as indicated by the variations of rmsd along the tra-
jectory reported in Supplementary Figures S4A and S4B.

The simulation was coupled with an analysis of the heli-
cal parameters with the CURVES+ program, which allows
the handling of all parameters for the full trajectory (39,47).
Analysis of the helical axes bending in the trajectory showed
the molecule to be most often more bent in the simulated
models than in the crystal (Supplementary Figures S4C and
S4D). The angles between the axis of the stem helix (base-
pairs 1 to 10) and the upper stem (base pairs 14 to the loop)
observed in the crystal structures, 26◦ on average, does not
correspond to the highest frequency, but is clearly observed
in the distribution along the trajectory (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4C and D). Interestingly, the bending angle observed
in the structure seems to be more frequently observed in the
trajectory starting from the IN conformation.

Dynamics at the 7SK-motif

Visual inspection of the trajectories did not reveal confor-
mation exchange in the time lapse of the simulation. In par-
ticular, U41 did not move out of the groove in the simula-
tion starting from the IN conformation. Visual inspection
of the simulation suggests fluctuations of the U41 base ori-
entation, which turns perpendicularly to the A43-U66 plane
and loses the H-bonds. Nonetheless, U41 stays in the groove
at the same level (Figure 5A and B). Starting from the OUT
conformation, the MD simulation shows that the position
of U40 is stable. U41 did not insert into the helical stack in
the time lapse of our experiment, as shown in Figure 5C and
D.

The position of U63 at the bottom of the uridines-stack in
the major groove of the (GAUC)2 is also remarkably stable
when starting from the OUT conformation. This is high-
lighted by the minimal variations of the distance between
the imino proton of U63 and the carbonyl group of G42
along the trajectory (Figure 5E and F). When starting from
the IN conformation, U63 moves concomitantly with U41.
It adopts a tilted position, breaks its H-bonds, but stays in
the major groove.

Thus, both MD simulations confirm that nesting two
uridines (U40 and U63) in the major groove at the (GAUC)2
forms a stable structure, and that the stacking of the third

https://hamptonresearch.com/documents/growth_101/27.pdf
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Figure 5. Dynamics at the 7SK-motif. (A) Snapshot at 25 ns from the MD
simulation started from conformation IN with U41 (pink) and U40 (cyan).
(B) Inter-atomic distances, plotted along the trajectory, monitoring the
base-pair A43-U66 stability (grey), the U41 motion relative to A43 (dark
pink), and the U40 motion relative to C45. (C) Snapshot at 53 ns from the
MD simulation started from conformation OUT, showing U41 (pink) and
U40 (cyan). (D) Inter-atomic distances, plotted along the trajectory, mon-
itoring the U40 position relative to A43. (E) Same snapshot as in (C) but
showing U63 (orange) and U40 (cyan). (F) Variation of the inter-atomic
distances monitoring the U63 position relative to G42 (orange) and C67
(red).

uridine (U41) into the same groove is also a viable confor-
mation. The MD experiment does not support the hypoth-
esis that nucleotide U41 might have been trapped inwards
or captured outward by contact with another molecule in
the crystal. The two positions of U41 observed in the crys-
tal seem thus to represent two alternative structures of the
7SK-motif.

Our MD simulations showed, in contrast, more varia-
tions of the structure in the central region below the 7SK-
motif.

Dynamics below the 7SK-motif

MD simulation indicates that the nucleotide A34 stays in
the major groove, as seen in the crystal structures (Supple-
mentary Figure S5C). It stays extended far in the apical di-
rection although the interaction with the base G69 is lost in
favor of an interaction with the backbone. Comparison of
Supplementary Figures S5C with S4A suggests that the ro-
tation of the base A34 could impact the major groove width
and perhaps the bending of the molecule. This hypothesis
was tested by performing a new MD simulation after chang-
ing the sequence at A34 for uridine (mutant A34U). How-
ever, even after 50 ns simulation, this change did not seem to

impact the global bending of the hairpin. The U34 residue
stayed in the groove, nevertheless.

Dynamics at the central region

The largest changes observed in the MD simulation were
located in the central region. The triple interaction of C71
with the G74-C35 base-pair is lost after about 20 ns in fa-
vor of an interaction of C71 with the backbone at G70. C71
thus moves about one step in the apical direction to find a
position which seems to relax the backbone, as schematized
in Supplementary Figure S5B. The interaction of A77 with
base-pair G31-C80 is already lost at the initial minimization
step. A77 moves away from the plane of the G31-C80 base-
pair, and re-localizes after 10 ns to the level of base-pair
C35-G74, three steps away in the apical direction, a con-
siderable change of register (Supplementary Figure S5D).
It could be stabilized there by H-bonds with G74 or C35.
Similarly, C75 quickly leaves the level of base-pair C33-G78
to reach the upper level of base-pair C36-G73. This corre-
sponds to a +2 change of register. It seems to be stabilized
by catching the ribose O2’ and the base O2 oxygens of C36
in a bifurcated H-bond.

These major changes suggested by the MD simulation in-
volve nucleotides C71, C75 and A77, for which the location
in the crystal structure depends on protonation. This is not
surprising, since the MD was performed at neutral pH.

Further mutational analyses of the HEXIM-binding site

The 7SK-motif is embedded in a larger sequence, named the
HEXIM-binding site with reference to our previous anal-
ysis by NMR-footprinting (26). Titration with the ARM
peptide of the HEXIM RNA-binding sequence showed
spectral environmental changes of the imino-protons of sev-
eral residues at the 7SK-motif and the two stems of three
base pairs on either sides. Figure 6A summarizes these
previous findings. Besides specific binding, the analysis re-
vealed an increase of solvent accessibility at U44 and G64
and stabilization of the structure at G69, G70 and at the
base-pair A39-U68.

Binding of RNA variants with the purified recombinant
human HEXIM1 protein was analyzed by electrophoretic
mobility shift assays. Several positions were mutated (Fig-
ure 6). Some did not impact HEXIM binding, such as dele-
tion of U72 or change of A34 to uridine (A34U, Figure 6D,
dark blue curve). Larger impact was observed for the mu-
tations at the 7SK signature. The mutation of both uridines
U40 and U41 into cytidines results in a severe loss of ca-
pacity to bind HEXIM, as shown in Figure 6C (dark red
curve). These two residues also were shown to be important
in our previous study (26), where their simultaneous dele-
tion conduced to a deleterious effect on HEXIM binding.
The present subtler change into cytidines indicates that the
nature of the bases is important. Furthermore, the individ-
ual mutations into cytidine were analyzed. Mutation U41C
impacts the binding efficiency (Figure 6C, red curve). The
impact is in the range observed previously for the deletion
of U63, which was measured again in the present analysis
(Figure 6C, orange curve). Mutation U40C shows a much
stronger effect, suggesting this residue to be of prominent
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Figure 6. HEXIM-binding study. (A) 2D sequence showing the mutations studied. The two terminal base-pairs (red) were added in the present analysis to
ensure efficient production of the folded hairpin. The spheres represent the imino protons, colored according to their sensitivity to titration with the ARM-
peptide (Lebars et al. 2010): no change (dark blue), binding (green), increase of solvent accessibility (orange), decrease of solvent accessibility (purple, red
for A39-U68); not tested in the NMR experiment (grey). (B) Two views of hairpin HP1 (conformation OUT) with the HEXIM-binding site colored as
in A. (C and D) Binding to HEXIM of the HP1 mutants measured with electrophoretic mobility shift assays. The experimental data (average of at least
three experiments) were fitted with a model corresponding to one binding site. (C) Binding observed for mutations at the 7SK motif and (D) below the
7SK-motif.

importance (Figure 6C, light blue curve). On the whole, the
contribution to HEXIM-binding of each uridine correlates
well with its position in the stack shown in Figure 6B, with
a major contribution for the central U40 (cyan in Figure
6B) facing the core base-pairs of the (GAUC)2. The two
central base-pairs of the (GAUC)2 were shown previously
to be essential for HEXIM recognition, since changing to
(GGCC)2 abolished binding (26). Such a modification im-
pacts both grooves of an RNA helix. We thus changed again
these two base-pairs, but reversed them in (GUAC)2. The
new mutation impacts HEXIM-binding as strongly as ob-

served previously for (GGCC)2 (Figure 6C, dark blue and
green curves).

Interestingly, mutant A39G shows a reduced capacity to
bind HEXIM, while A39G-U68C restores a full capacity
to bind (Figure 6D, red and orange curves). The same re-
sult was observed with A39U, which showed less binding,
and the double mutant A39U-U68A, which restored bind-
ing (Figure 6D, blue and green curves). This suggests that a
standard base-pair must be present.

The position of nucleotide A34 just below the 7SK-motif,
on the minor groove face, suggested this nucleotide to be-
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long structurally to the HEXIM-binding site. However, the
mutation A34U does not impact HEXIM binding.

DISCUSSION

Molecular plasticity of the 5′-hairpin of 7SK

The straightness of the hairpin conformation rapidly ap-
peared to be a singularity of the crystal structure. During
the molecular replacement process, many models were built
with available web facilities, such as Assemble (48), RNA-
composer (49), Vfold-3D (50) and MC-fold (51). All those
models were more bent than the observed structure in the
present crystals, some of them as much as an ‘L’. This is
also the case of a solution structure obtained in parallel with
NMR (52), which was started when we faced phasing dif-
ficulties, and which will be compared in details in a future
manuscript. The straightness observed seems to rely essen-
tially on the interactions taking place at the central region.
Among them, the insertion of A34 on top of the central re-
gion seems to add tension, like a brace restraining the he-
lical flexibility. The extrusion of A34 favors the stacking of
the short stem formed by the two base-pairs C35-G74 and
C36-G73 on top of the basal stem, thus forming a continu-
ous helix. On the other strand, the ribose–phosphate chain
makes a sharp turn allowing C71 of the C71-U72 bulge to
insert into the groove. This is stabilized by an interaction be-
tween the protonated cytidine C71 with G74, the nucleotide
at N+3, reminiscent of a protonated U-turn (53), but with
four nucleotides. The nucleotides of the ‘internal loop’, A77
to C75, form another tight loop pinned onto the helical
stack. This again maximizes the stacking of bases and main-
tains the regular spacing of the base-pairs unaffected by
the bulged residues. However, this introduces a remarkable
twist. As a result, the base-pairs on either sides, C33-G78
and C35-G74 are almost perpendicular (Figure 4D).

The observation of triple interactions formed with base-
pairs as distant as three steps in the helical register came
as a surprise. The triple interactions at the central region
are all formed with G-C base pairs and depend on proto-
nation. They do not hold in the MD simulation, which was
performed at neutral pH, closer to physiological conditions.
The relaxation observed upon MD simulation corresponds
to a change of register of residues of the internal loop (C75,
A77) and the bulge (C71) that could be sustained by the
presence of the same (G-C)2 sequence on each side of the
bulge (Supplementary Figure S5). Toggling between the two
situations may be favored by such a symmetrical sequence
with five stacked Cs on one strand and Gs on the other,
which may sum up as an original source of flexibility.

On the whole, the observed straight hairpin corresponds
to a particular conformation favoring stacking of several
bases from the bulges into the helix, where they may be
trapped upon protonation. Protonation of adenine and cy-
tidines as a potential contribution for hydrogen bond for-
mation and stacking has already been observed in the in-
ternal loop of a hairpin ribozyme and proposed to be of
biological significance (54,55). The observed straight helix
may represent a rare conformation trapped in the crystal,
but seems however to depend on peculiar properties of the
sequence at the central region.

Interestingly, a magnesium hexahydrate was found in the
groove between the bases C71 and A34 (Figure 4A). This
suggests that magnesium binding could participate in stabi-
lization of the special conformation observed at the central
region. The solution structure realized with the same RNA
by NMR at low ionic strength in the absence of magnesium
showed a different conformation of the RNA, in particu-
lar at the central region (52). Interestingly, the NMR study
reported effects following magnesium addition, by monitor-
ing the exchangeable protons, and revealed that the largest
changes were obtained in the central region. Although tight,
this remarkable packing of the middle bulges still leaves two
uridines extruded toward the solvent. They might be in-
volved in protein recognition, or RNA packing into a sta-
ble tertiary structure, as suggested by the interaction repre-
sented in Supplementary Figure S7. However, none of our
experiments sustained that idea, unfortunately.

Structural signature of the 7SK-motif

The (GAUC)2 motif forms a standard helix of four base-
pairs. The main surprise was to find the major groove re-
markably narrow and filled with uridines. Uridine U63 lies
at the level of the bottom base-pair G42-C67. The next base
pair of the short helix, A43-U66 is the recipient of a Hoog-
steen interaction with one uridine of the lower bulge. This
uridine may be either U40 or U41, but when uridine U41
is inserted in the groove, it pushes the other (U40) in the
apical direction, where it positions at the level of the top
base-pair of the (GAUC)2. Thus, U40 seems always buried
in the groove, which imparts to this base a prominent role in
the structural motif. Besides the packing of the uridines into
the major groove, this dynamic behavior provides another
layer of originality. The two positions of U41 represent two
snapshots of a peculiar swapping mechanism, which may
correspond to a functional distribution. Indeed, in the time-
lapse of the MD simulation, both positions of U41, inside
or outside of the groove, seem stable.

Uridines at positions equivalent to 40, 41 and 63 are con-
served in 7SK sequences from vertebrates. Looking wider
in evolution, including arthropods, the U40-U41 bulge may
be extended to three residues by U, C or A, but one uridine
is always present at the junction with the lower stem (25).
This conserved uridine could insert in the groove to inter-
act with the constant AU base-pair of the (GAUC)2 motif.
The observation of the prominent contribution of one uri-
dine of the lower bulge (here, U40) as a particular feature
of the present structure suggests to expand the sequence for
the 7SK-motif to UuGAUC/uGAUC, where capital letters
stand for sequences conserved throughout evolution (as far
as 7SK has been identified yet) and smaller letters stand for
conserved sequences in vertebrates.

The 7SK-motif always tops a central region with bulges
and a short stem ending with a Watson-Crick A-U base-pair
equivalent to A39-U68. This base-pair was suggested to be
dynamic in a previous investigation with NMR, and stabi-
lized upon peptide binding (26). The present crystal struc-
ture shows it formed as a standard pair. However, it also re-
veals a large propeller twist: 19.3◦ on average as compared
with the standard value of 11.6◦ or the average value of
11.4◦ for all base-pairs in the six structures. The MD simula-
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tion indicates that the A39-U68 base-pair, while keeping the
Watson-Crick H-bonds, is susceptible to distortion. Indeed,
large variations of the helical parameters (opening, shear
and stretch) were observed at the end of the simulation,
after ∼70 ns (Supplementary Figure S6). These variations
were not observed at the central base-pairs of the (GAUC)2,
as e.g. the A43-U65 base-pair (Supplementary Figure S6B,
middle panels). The only other variations were observed at
the C45-G64 base pair, on the apical side of the (GAUC)2.
The global picture suggested by these observation is that
the rigid (GAUC)2 recipient for the uridines functions like
a knuckle within a more dynamic environment. The inter-
nal loop would command the orientation and distance of
this knuckle with respect to the core of 7SK, which is main-
tained by the associated proteins LARP7 and MePCE. The
two positions of U41 could then represent a topping con-
formational signal to be exploited for 7SK functions. In our
functional analysis we didn’t observe direct effect of point
mutations in the central region. However, suppressing both
the bulge and the internal loop had an impact on HEXIM-
binding, suggesting a need for dynamics at the central re-
gion (26).

Is there a biological implication for HEXIM recognition?

What makes the small UuGAUC/uGAUC motif so special
thus seems to be the peculiar packing of the single-stranded
uridines in the groove, as well as the dynamic nature of the
motif and its environment. The importance of these features
was analyzed by studying the impact of local mutations on
one function of this RNA, namely HEXIM binding. For the
7SK motif, a clear correlation was observed between the po-
sition of the mutation in the motif and the strength of the
impact with major effects observed for changes at the most
internal part of the structural motif, i.e. at the two central
base-pairs A43-U66 and U44-A65, as well as at U40. The
formation of the U:AU triple fully explains this result, since
a cytidine would not be stabilized on the Hoogsteen face
of the A43-U65 base-pair. The impact observed with the
U41C mutant is clearly smaller than for the U40C mutant.
This difference suggests that the extruded position of U41
seems favored. It is indeed observed more often in the dif-
ferent crystals.

Consideration of what is known about how ARM-
peptides bind their RNA targets allows to speculate about
HEXIM recognition. In most cases observed thus far, the
ARM peptide penetrates into the major groove that is con-
sequently widened, thus allowing the basic residues of the
peptide to bind the phosphates at the rim of the groove
(56,57). A closely related example comes from the pro-
tein Tat binding to the TAR RNA from HIV (58,59), BIV
(57,60) or EIAV (61). The TAR sequence in EIAV is differ-
ent from the 7SK sequence bound by Tat. Nevertheless, the
ARM peptide of EIAV Tat folds as a helix in the deep major
groove of the RNA, where it interacts specifically with sev-
eral bases and stabilizes a UoG enol conformation, in addi-
tion to binding phosphates at the rim of the groove (61). In
HIV-TAR the sequence recognized by Tat is similar to that
recognized in 7SK by HEXIM and Tat (20). A bulged U be-
tween short stems with a base pair equivalent to A43-U66
are essential. Structural studies of HIV-TAR recognition by

argininamide or a peptide from Tat showed the bulged U to
be pushed into the major groove of the apical stem, in the
vicinity of the A-U base-pair. An early work predicted the
A-U base pair to form a triple interaction with the U, sta-
bilized by the interaction with argininamide (58,62). This
was not observed in later structures of HIV complexes (63),
but such triple was formed in BIV-TAR. The Tat peptide
stabilizes the TAR conformation around the triple by spe-
cific interactions with the bases and backbone of the RNA.
In the present structure of the 7SK RNA, a striking differ-
ence is that the triples are observed in the free form of the
RNA. Moreover, with the major groove almost filled with
the uridine bases, the penetration of a peptide, folding in the
groove as a �-hairpin in BIV (60) or as a �-helix in EIAV
(61), seems prevented. This might suggest recognition on
the minor groove, which is more accessible, although poorer
in terms of H-bond donor/acceptor variety. However, the
experiment where the central AU/UA base-pairs were re-
versed strongly supports involvement of the major groove.
Such mutation does not change much the distribution of H-
bonds donors/acceptors in the minor groove, but it clearly
does in the major groove (64,65). The strong effect of the
mutation indicates thus the major groove as important for
HEXIM recognition. In fact, when U41 is extruded, the ma-
jor groove shows some accessibility, as it opens like a mouth
on the apex side (Figure 6D). There are several solvent
molecules located in that area (conserved in all molecules)
and this is the place where a gold ion was bound in the short
soaking process. As often observed, these solvent molecules
may indicate the protein binding site. Perhaps the ARM
peptide of HEXIM does not fold deep in the groove, but
wraps near the rim and around the structure defined by the
uridine filling, and is facilitated in the OUT conformation.
It cannot be excluded that the external, more hydrophobic,
sides of the uridines (C5-C6 atoms) participate to the recog-
nition, as was observed for BIV-TAR (1,57,60). On another
hand, the present structure, and more particularly the IN
conformation could represent a ‘switched-off’ step of the
HEXIM-induced regulation, or another functional state of
7SK, independent of HEXIM-binding and P-TEFb regu-
lation. Indeed, possible involvement of 7SK in other regu-
lation processes, such as translation regulation, was raised
(66). Altogether, this merits further investigation, as it pro-
vides an interesting case to further explore the slightly dif-
ferent concepts of recognition and binding.
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